
1st dam

Jolie Visage, by Broken Vow. Winner at 2 and 3, $73,600. 3rd JPMorgan Chase Jessamine S. [L] (KEE, $15,000). Dam of 2 foals of racing age, including a 2-year-old of 2014, which have not started.

2nd dam

MAKING FACES, by Lyphard. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners, including--


Jolie Visage (f. by Broken Vow). Black type-placed winner, see above.


3rd dam

GO SOLO, by Riverman. Placed at 2 in England; 3 wins, 3 to 5, $50,015 in N.A./U.S. Dam of 3 winners, including--


Dam of 9 foals to race, all winners, including--

STONEY FLEECE. 8 wins, 2 to 5, 2014, $542,684, Generous S. [G3] (HOL, $60,000), Alcatraz S. [L] (GG, $45,000), etc.

GOLDEN RAHY. 5 wins at 4 and 6, $203,920, Carleton F. Burke H. [G3] (OSA, $60,000). Baymont. 5 wins, 3 to 5, $189,256. Dam of FROSTY BAY (4 wins to 3, 2013, $225,979, NY Stallion Cupecoy’s Joy S.-R, BEL, $60,000, etc.).

DON’T TOUCH LIL. 5 wins, $135,125, Lady Morvich H. [L], etc. Dam of Pena Maxima (broodmare of the year). Granddam of FORGOTTEN (5 wins to 3, 2013, horse of the year in Uruguay, champion colt at 2 and 3, Gran Premio Jockey Club [G1], etc.), UN BELINI [G2]; NEOZEL- ANDES, Cedar Summer (dam of POPULIST POLITICA, 8 wins to 5, placed at 6, 2014, $591,016). Great-g’dam of ANDARILHO (to 3, 2013).

4th dam

SING BACK, by *Ramsinga. 14 wins, 2 to 5, $203,815, Sacramento H., etc. Sister to Back to Stay-G3. Dam of 4 winners, including--

Ideal Solution. 4 wins, 3 to 5, $42,220.

Engagements: Tri-State Futurity.
Breeders’ Cup nominated.
Registered Maryland-bred.